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HANGAR ECHOES
EAA Chapter 168
July 1984
Fly-in season is upon us and it's great! DICK CAVIN has written a report
on the Oklahoma City Antique Fly-In held annually at Pauls Valley. There
were a couple of Swifts from our chapter in attendance. TOM TEAGARTEN
and his Super Swift was also there. BILL LAWLER found his way to Pauls
Valley in his C175. DICK has also written a report on an excursion by a
group from Chapter 168 to Wichita, Kansas to look at DAVE BLANTON's Ford
powered aircraft. DICK CAVIN is recognized around the country as not only
an expert on homebuilts, especially T-18's, but also as an aviation writer.
We are priviledged to have his articles in HANGAR ECHOES. Thanks, Dick!
If you missed the last meeting, you missed a good one. DICK JOHNSON had
a film and presentation on his favorite airplane, the VM173. Good job,
DICK, thanks!
Your Board of Directors has given me the assignment of finding another
meeting place. Your suggestions or recommendations would be appreciated.
Write me a note with the pertinent information and the person to contact.
The perameters are simple: it must be free, centrally located for our
group, large enough to accommodate our group (average 80 to 125) and have
heat and air conditioning.
We also need more volunteer typists. If we could get 4 or 5 happy volunteers we could spread this task out a little and not be a burden on
anyone. For those of you who have been typing for us for the past few
months and wish to remain anonymous, many thanks. Thanks also to LINDA
and ERIN in my office for interrupting your schedules to help prepare
HANGAR ECHOES. Also thanks to JOHN CROOK and his family for their work
in preparing the newsletter for mailing. If you appreciate getting your
newsletter in time stop by the visitors desk at the next regular meeting
and let them know.
Oshkosh fever is beginning to attack. If you're having visions of misty
mornings, cool afternoons, lush green meadows and fields, corn on the cob
cooked in the shucks over charcoal them dipped in a bucket of melted butter, wall to wall airplanes, it may be that you're coming down with it,
too! I have reservations at the TOWN MOTEL for Friday, Saturday, Sunday
and Monday. If you plan to go and don't have room reservations, give me
a call. If I don't get rid of the room reservations, I guess I'll have
to go. Our plan has been to attend as many local (200 mile radius) flyins as possible instead of going to the big one, but the fever has set in
already.
I've done
flight of
EMMET has
standing.

a terrible thing. A couple of months ago, I reported the first
EMMET KINDAID's RV4. I reported that he was a former member.
been a member for many years and is currently a member in good
Sorry, EMMET.

See you at the meeting.
FLY SAFELY!!
MUTT

PAULS VALLEY, OK, is really OKAY!
If you are one of underprivileged or undernourished ones {_like me) who won't
make it to OSH this year, take heart.
Each year in early June there are two good fly-ins and both arenlt but a ho~ and
skip away from the Metrop lex. The first one is at Denton and the second is· at
Pauls Valley (OK). Most of you are familiar with the annual Denton bash, but let
me tell you about Pauls Valley .
Pauls Valley is about midway between Ardmore and Norman, OK., and about 130 mi'les
from Dallas. If you drive you'll take I-35 towards OKC and pass a great little
vacation spot just south of ADM, Lake Murray, and there's a first class lodge
(with low rates) and even a close by paved airstrip. Just north of ADM crossing
the Arbuckle range of low mountains you'll pass Turner Falls, a favorite summer
camp for thousands of area young people.
Pauls Valley airport has two nice paved runways, an FBO and a large hangar, plus
many T-hangars. Best of all the Antique Airplane Ass'n owns a large metal building
on the site that has space and tables to feed several hundred people. It has been
built by and paid for by area AAA members! It's a place that OKC and TUL antiquers
can come to for a weekend of admiring airplanes, flying same, have picnics, even
play golf on the Muni course that's part of the combination city airport and golf
course.
This year's event was held June 15,16, &17, and about a week before our good editor,
MUTT WAY called me and insisted that I go fly up there with him. He further insisted
I fly his Swift and he I d run the Loran C. Si nee I hadn't fl own but once s i nee
learning I had diabetes in January and my spirits were at alow ebb, it took a full
l/30th of a second to say 11 yes 11 • As you can see, Mutt, is one of those kind hearted
ones that can't stand to see even poor dumb animals (like Aeronutz) suffer, so he
took pity on me and I do thank him.
I had never flown a Swift and I was surprised at how sensitive the elevator was on
takeoff. I had been forewarned about a low-climb rate right after liftoff and
sure enough it could use a few more of those Clydesdales up front. Mutt's Swift
has a 125, but he's installing a 145 Cont. in early fall.
The Cutler Swift (named 11 In Hock too") flew formation up and back with us and as
his has 145 hosses he was operating at reduced power to keep from leaving us. We
had a ball using the Loran C for ground speed checks, miles and time to go to
whatever way point we selected, wind, air and velocity, etc. I got a good demo of
its safety value in the return flight, too, since we didn't refuel at PVO when we
left, I was a little nervous about having a legal and adequate fuel reserve on
landing ADS. We had opted to land at Gainsville if we were too low at that point,
but correlating the fuel gauge reading with our Loran time and distance estimate
to ADS, plus a 10 minute pad for ADS pattern traffic delay, put us there in good
shape.
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At PVO we saw some outstanding examples of beautiful restorations of just about
every type of popular 11 oldie 11 • There were 3 almost idenical J3 Cubs painted
Royal Blue and trimmed in silver that were the best I've ever seen anywhere. I
also remember a big yellow Stinson R gull wing, a Luscombe Sedan, several Swifts,
a 11 fast back 11 Cl50 with a tail wheel conversion and 150 hp Lycoming.
Of the homebuilts there was a large biplane (down boy, Mutt) that looked some
like a Great Lakes, a Moni, and an antique, but recently modified, original design
by LEONARD EAVES (OKC). It's now on conventional gear, has had wing extensions
added (that are also extra fuel tanks), and has some new wheel spats that are
quite unique and attractive. Lew is an old, old friend and truly a free spirit
experminter.
It was a great little fly in and a really nice day and I don't feel nearly as bad
as I did about missing my first OSH/RFD fly-in in 30 years, thanks to a certain
Mr. Nice Guy that owns a Swift. Try Pauls Valley or Denton next year if you can
not make any of the. big'uns. Sixty or seventy airplanes isn't like 1500, but
the personal touch more than makes up for it.

On Sunday, July 1st, sport aviation lost another friend and pilot when HAP BUCE
was killed while performing in an air show at Killeen, Texas. IAC Chapter 24
began participation in the Killeen show when Hap was Chapter Presidento The
services for Hap gave testimony to the many lives he touched.
·
Hap was one of the senior residents on the Southwest corner of Addison and
could often be found running up and down the hangar row on his scooter, or
coming in or going out in his Stevens Akro. Exchanging ideas with Hap was always
a pleasure. He was a man of strong convictions and high morals and lived his
life accordingly. Most conversations sooner or later involved flying in some
form or fashion be it past, present or future. After retiring from the Air Force,
he operated his own aerial map service. In that business he had need and occassion
to fly many types of aircraft - both civilian and military, that most of us can
only dream of. His sharing of his experiences is only one of many things that
will long be remembered. Hap's love of flying was second only to one thing in
his life - his family - which is as it should be. Along with his wife, Lois,
daughter Connie, and the rest of the family, we all share in the loss of this
fine gentleman.
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Dick Cavin

Last month I got a phone call . from Dave Blanton, president of Javelin
Aircraft Corp. in Wichita, and he told me a long awaited day had arrived
and he was ready for me to come up and fly the Ford V-6 Javelin engine
Conversion that he had installed in an old Cessna 175 (basically a 172)
tha.t he was using as a flying test bed. He said he also had the Ford Escort
engine conversion flying in an Older Cessna 150.
Several chapter 168 members have been interested in Dave's progress in his
efforts to provide homebuilders with a dependable and economical automotive
power plant, so when I passed the word about going up to Wichita to fly the
Ford-Javelin conversion it didn I t take long to get · a quorum orgini zed for
the trip. BOB YEAKEY, MUTT WAY, A.D. DONALD, and myself rented a Piper Archer
from a friend of Bob's and lit the fuse for Wichita on a typical summer morning.
A brisk southerly breeze had pumped up plenty of salt air particles from the
Gulf, so we had to be content with less than perfect visibility on an otherwise perfect morning for flying.
We had planned to navigate up and back Via Loran C, which Mutt had brought
along to demonstrate to us, but the CB antenna he brought along to use inside
the Archer wouldn't do the job and the Loran just wouldn't acquire sufficient
signal to operate, so we had to do it the hard way and revert to VOR Navigation.
The Archer had a full dual Collins Comm and NAV array, with RNAV, DME, ADF,
transponder, and coupled autopilot, so we really didn't have to "rou.gh it." We
went direct, which took us over the Ardmore, Stillwater, and Winfield VORs in
an almost straight line. In addition, we had my tattered sectional charts (which
Mutt "retj red" · on our arrival home - with an appropiate and grandiose ceremony
of course). With the aid of a nice tailwind we averaged about 145 MPH and in a.
tad over 2 hours we were landing at Augusta, KS Municipal Airport, which is only
a couple of miles from Dave's all-turf field.
Dave's field might be a little tight for a fully loaded Archer takeoff if the grass
was a bit high and as the temperature had already gone to 90 degrees on our arrival,
we elected to land at Augu.sta and let Dave come and. get us. Dave's field has no
Aero fuel avaj_lable either.
Thunderstorms were brewing to th west, so we had a quick lunch and heaci.ed for the
auto engine bird nest. Dave gave us a quickie tour of Javelin I s fa.cili ty there
(which is located in a large hangar about 10 miles East of Wichita's Mc Connel AFB
and the adjacent Cessna and Beech factories).
Both Cessnas were sitting outside of the hangar and at a casual glance at them
from the side they looked like ordinary Wichita Wallflowers, even though both
cowlings had been given a tiger shark nose paint job. Looking at them head on one
can see a portion of the bearing support arm, but if they were painted black you
probably wouldn't even notice them. There are no radiators or scoops sticking out
in the breeze.
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Dave chose to use the standard 175 prop which was used on the geared Continental
engine. Although operating rpms compare, I feel Dave made a bad choice for reasons
I'll explain later.
As our time available was short, we had to concentrate on only the 230 V-6 powered

conversion, However, Dave did a quickie demo flight around the field with the
Escort powered 150. They had to go to a turbo installation to jack the HP up to
125, which not only requires Augas for fuel and also uses about the same number of
gallons/hour as a 125 HP aircraft engine, so these factors make it less attractive
as an alternate engine installation.
The V-6 though, is unaspirated and puts out 260 HP at 4800 rpm. Extensive dynamometer tests soon dictated a change in the cam shaft to move the peak torque curve
up in that range. The standard solid ignition module is used, but the additional
one is used as a standby (only). A Holley 34-4412 carb is used, the standard auto
carb. Except for the special cam for the engine and all accessories are stock.
· In the early phrase of flight testing they had nothing but grief with oil coolers
(4 of them) coming apart - even aircraft oil coolers. The Ford people solved the
problem by the addition of a plenum chamber intergral with the oil filter case.
Regular engine coolant is circulated in a coolant jacket around this chamber, with
heat removed in the regular radiator.
In order to contain the complete engine and cooling. system within the present cowl
the radiator is mounted just ahead of the firewall in its own plenum chamber. There
are no problems with adequate cooling in this arrangement, but the weight of the
engine reduction drive, and prop are all moved forward nearly a foot and this might
introduce a CG problem when the engine is installed in certain airframes (i.e. T-18s,
Mustang IIs, glasaire, etc.). This problem can easily be solved by remoting the radiator,
which actually raises cooling effeciency a healthy amount, since engine radiant heat
in close proximity is removed. Mounting the radiator just behind the prop isn't
satisfactory. In fact, it isn't real great in autos and it never really did the job
en older generation airplanes that used liquid cooling.
·
If the radiator is mounted behind the baggage compartment a flush NASA inlet/exit
scoop can be used at practically no drag penalty. However, coolant lines to and
from the radiator probably would have .to be external, as it wouidn't do to have
live steam lines going thru the cockpit unless they were completely shrouded and
vented. It would be no problem to use a regular automotive hot water heater for cabin
heat if mounted a.head of the firewall as they do in automobiles.
Dave has crurefully documented all instruments readings during the dynamometer t.eat
.iphase, but he's gone eize.n further in the flight test program, particularly with

regard to fuel consumption. He has an elabor.a te engineering type fuel floe and . fuel
totalizer array hung on the upper cabin wall on the copilot's side. It's super accurate
and it reads only 6 .8 gal/hr. when the engine is cruising at 2100 rpm (at the prop) v·
If one compares this engine to the Cont. 0-470 aircooled engine of comparable HP and
displacement, the 0-470 would be using 57 •lbs. of fuel (SFC) per hr/per HP vs. 31 lbs/
hr/HP for the V-6. Thats only a little more than half the SFC of the aircooled engine
and remember too, that the V-6 is using only auto gas. · That could save one nearly
$1,000.00 in just a couple of hundred hours of operation, enough to pay for a New
radio, etc.

f
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Just below the fuel flow sight glass was mounted an electronic mixture control.
It automatically leans the power jet when the switch is in "lean" so the pilot
has only to select "rich" or "lean" and forget about it.
The only other really new items in the cockpit were related to the cooling system, a
water temperature gauge and a coolant system pressure guage. If the coolant system
blows a line or loses pressure for any reason (even a loose filter cap) the guage
will show it instantly. (We really should have such a guage on our cars instead of
relying only on an over~eat warning).
As most of you already know, the speed reduction unit uses the toothed COGG belt,
with prop rpm only 1/2 of engine rpm when it came time to fly the first thing I
noticed was how easy and smoothly it started - exactly like your car. Engine
acceleration follows throttle movement with no lag.

There is no engine run up other than a quick check of the alternate ignition module.
The prop Dave has on it isn't anywhere near the right prop for the engine. It has
too much diameter, too much pitch, and has the wrong planform, so it lugs the engine
on take off so badly that the engine only turns 4200 _rpmo Instead of 260 HP, it's
only developing 142 HP. This extends the takeoff roll unnecessarily. Not only is HP
and torque well down, but until the airspeed crosses 90 mph that prop is completely
out of its element.
As the airspeed hits 100 the rate of climb pops up to 1500 ft/Min and that's front
page news for just about any factory built airplane, and particularly and airplane
like a Cessna that rates pretty high in the drag department.
Outside of its unbelievable smoothness in the complete RPM spectrum, flying the
Javelin powered Cessna was ho-hum. It would hit about 140IAS wide open, but with
that NG prop I'm surprised it would do that well. I'd like to see Dave put a prop
on it that was tailored to do the job and the performance increase would really
attract some attention. Maybe I ought to sic John Russell on such a project, since
he's spent the last year d~veloping computer programs for prop design.
Anyway, Dave has a fi:rae engine there, a liquid cooled engine that for the first
time is lighter than its aircooled counterpart, and one .that now opens the door
for economical power for home built airplanes in a medium size class. Here's an
engine that someone ought to design an airplane around.
On our way back we tried picking our way thru the cloud canyons as afternoon
thundershowers began covering our route, but as more of those canyons turned into
box canyons we had to drop down below the cloud bases and take our lumps with low
level sUllllllertime chop and naturally headwinds right on the nose.
If you are going to OSH this year look for Dave and Jave+in V-6 Cessna. I think
you'll come away appreciating his efforts in our behalf.
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AUTCM)BlLE GASOLINE FOR AIRCRAFT
The major portion of the privately owned fleet of aircraft in the United States still utili2es 80 octane gasoline in the engines. There are two major incentives for investigating
the use of autornobile gasoline for these aircraft. The first of course, is simply availability. For those of us who fly with engines rated at 80 octane avgas we find it IIDre and
IIDre difficult to find. When it is unavailable, then 100 LL avgas must be used and there is
considerable increase in the cost of operating and decrease in the reliability of operation
as outlined in FAA Advisory Circular AC 90-33.
When using unleaded regular automobile gasoline in 80 octane engines instead of 100 LL
avgas the savings is made in two parts: first, the lower price of the gasoline itself which
can range up to as much as $1.00 a gallon less: second, but even IIDre important, is the
savings in the added cost of maintenance. Test work done several years ago indicates that
today the cost of using 100 LL avgas instead of 80 octane avgas is approximately $3.50 an
hour for a Cessna 150 with a l00hp 'ICM 0-200 engine. This, combined with a charge of autorrobile gasoline on an engine such as the 230 hp TCM 0-470 can easily aIIDunt to an operational
savings of $10.00 per hour. The EAA currently has FAA approval for all four cyclinder air
cooled 'ICM engines from the A40 series up through the 0-200 series, and for the 0-470.
Airplanes which have obtained STC approval at the present time are the Cessna 120, 140, 140A,
150, 150A through H, and 150J through M, Al50K through M, 180, 180A, 180B, 180C through J,
182, 182A through P. The EAA is working on approvals for both the Lycoming and Continental
powered Cessna 172's, 175's and 170's.
These approvals are all based on the use of unleaded regular autorrobile gasoline conforming
to the AS™ Specification D-439. (Arrerican Society for Testing Materials) Manufacturers
of automobile gasoline usually have tighter internal specifications toinsure meeting
these requirements which represent the minimum characteristics of automobile gasoline from
major suppliers. In this case we consider major suppliers to be those who refine, distribute
and market gasoline under their own company name. The following is a list of States
requiring corrpliance with AS™ D-439, and States that require critical specification
values per AS™ D-439.
Arizona
Arkansas
Alabama
California
Colorado
Hawaii
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Iowa
Indiana
Kansas
Louisiaria
Maine
Mississippi
Minnesota
Maryland
Massachusetts
Montana
New York
New Mexico
North Carolina
Nebraska
Nevada
South Dakota
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
South Carolina
North Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Wisconsin
Texas
Wyoming
* For a copy of D-439 please contact: AS™, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
Based on the previous engine approvals, approvals are being applied for on IIDst high wing
aircraft having simple gravity feed fuel systems. Additional aircraft and engines are also
in the program plan for further testing and evaluation including Lycoming Engines and low
wing aircraft. The objective of the autogas test program of the EAA is to obtain approval
for all aircraft using 80 octane engines. It should be recognized that in some cases where
fuel systems are COITplex and have characteristics which lead to vapor formation with high
volatility autornobile gasoline, there will have to be charges made to permit safe operation with this fuel. The EAA engineering test flights are intended to detennine what
changes are required.
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A question frequently asked is, "Is it all right to fuel my airplane using five gallon cans?

The answer is yes, but you know that it is risky business to handle gasoline in this manner.
There is an added risk of contamination when putting gasoline into your aircraft in this
manner. Fuel contamination with avgas or autogas, or any fuel, is a problem of major significance in aircraft. Using five gallon cans exposes you to the possibility of contaminating with rust or perhaps solder droplets from brand new cans and in particular from wate
forrred by condensation or water otherwise entering the fuel system. Our recorrmendation whe n
this method of fueling must be done is that you take extreme care that no water or other
contaminant is put in your ~irplane fuel tank. Farm stores sell large funnels with flanges
that will screw on your gas tank inlet and support the funnel and at the same time provide a
100 mesh stainless steel screen. This, together with the added precaution of filtering the
gasoline through a chamois should help insure the absence of water put into the fuel tank.
The problem still remains, as with all aircraft and all fuel systems, of possible condensate
forming enough water in the fuel tank to cause a problem. Reconnended practice has been
to leave the fuel tanks full whenever possible in the small aircraft that we fly. Highly
recorrmended reading regarding the ocntamination of aviation fuel is the FAA Advisory
Circular AC 20-43.
As more and more aircraft become approved to use automobile gasoline, it is anticipated
that the incentive will increase for fixed base operators to provide it at the airport.
Obviously, we cannot expect them to compete with high volume cut rate automobile gasoline
retailers on the street and we can expect to pay some cost differential for the convenience
for having automobile gasoline on the airport.
When the STC is applied to the airplane, it continues in effect for the life of the aircraft
CESSNA 150 LIMITATION
The unleaded automobile fuel is fully approved for FAR Part 91 General Operations and FAR
Part 141 Operations (Pilot Schools), and of course, your ordinary personal use for business
and recreational flying.
Operations under FAR Part 121 (Airlines) are FAR Part 135 (Air Taxi) are not approved.

This application is for the use of Supplemental Type Certificates granted to the Experimental Aircraft Association by the FAA as a result of several years of research and hundred~
of hours of engineering test flights on autogas.
Please send completed application and check to:

EM

FLIQ-IT RESEARCH OFFICE
P.O. Box 3065
54903
Oshkosh, WI
For further information, contact the above address or call 414-426-4800
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STC Application
PRICE LIST

Cessna 120, 140, 140A series aircraft with TCM engines of 100 hp or less:
EAA Members: $42.50
Non Members: $57.50
Cessna 150 series aircraft with TCM 0-200 series engines:
EAA Members:
Non Members:

$50.00
$65.00

Cessna 180, 180A through 180J aircraft with TCM 0-470 engine:
EAA Members:
Non Members:

$112.50
$127.50

Cessna 182 series aircraft through Cl82 P TCM 0-470 series engines:
EAA Members: $115.00
Non Members: $130.00
OWNERS NAME

------------------------------PLEASE PRINT

OWNERS ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE NUMBER (
AREA CODE
EAA MEMBER NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE
---------------OWNERS SIGNATURE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send STC's for the following aircraft:
Full Aircraft
Model Number

Aircraft
Serial Number

Full Engine
Model Number

Price
(see above list)

TOTAL ENCLOSED:
$
FILL OUT ONE LINE FOR EACH AIRCRAFT
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EAA CHAPTER 168 CHRISTMAS PARTY 1984
Friday night December 7th at Willow Bend Polo and Hunt Club. Great food and
fellowship to start the season right. The halls will be decked; come jingle
the bells! $18.50 per person contact Chris Kosan for details 242-8062 and
reservations.
PRESIDl:NT
CLASSIFIED ADVT.
Gerry Catha
527 Shelly Ct.
Duncanville 75137
214-298-•l4t:.4

DIRECTORS
.11arvin Brott
1317 Seminole Dr.
Richardson 75080
214-235-5552

vr,;E PRESIDENT

PROGRAMS
.J,:,hn Cr·iswell
6534 Herctectes

D~llas TX
75214
21'-l-824-2902
:citC:C fif'TARY

COMM'L AOVERTI S ING
D~le llroc,ku
:;_•100 Via Balboa
C~rrollton TX 75006
214-38E.-·-10L6
Tl<EASUflEF<

Cliur lluttun
2113 Cledrfield Cir
Richardson TX 7508~
214-2.31 ·- t.,0-/0
0

Owen Bruce
602 Opal Lane
Richardson 75060
21'1-231-3<3'¼6
-Jvhn Crook
551 Hanover
Allen TX 75002
214-727-2653

Bob Cutler
4405 Purdue
Dallas TX 75225
214-361-5651
Chris Kosan
2100 Via Balboa
carrollton 75006
214-386-4026

"ECHOE5" E[il TOR

Clarence Way
7119 Dalewcod Ln
Dallas TX 75214
214·-827 -- 2357

C. R. Nickle
2026 Mars Dr.
Garland TX 75040
214-495-513<3

PUBLISHER

Noraan Seaton
Sharon Seaton

Ernie Ludwick
3130 Pin · Oak
Dallas TX 75234X
214-241-1185

11240 Drummond Dr.
Dallas TX 75228
214-270-3791

LIBRARIAN
Don Brvol~shier

DESIGNEE5

1802 Gl&ngarry Dr.
Carrolltvn
75006
214-242-SbOl

R. K. <Dick> Cav1n
1052<3 Somerton Dr.
Dallas TX 7522'3
214-351-<1604

FLY-IN COORDINATOR
Peggy & Bob Cutler
214-361 - 5651

TOOL CUSTODIAN
Robert Geren
3021 Stonehenge
Carrollton 7500&
214-242-5911

Clarence McDondld
1100 Lal<eehore
.l1esqu1te TX 7~149
214-288-t,Tl7
Jim Rush1n9
Route 1 Box 107
Allen
TX 70002
214-234-02~4 days
214-727-5630 home
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SAFETY OFfICER
Nora & Sharon Seaton
11240 Drumaond Dr.
Dallas TX 75228
214-270-3791

CHAPTER RECORDS
Pete Ohhlon
8928 Hackney Lane
Dallas TX 75238
214-348-1823
ADVISOR <1983 Pres>
HEHBERSHIP RF.CORDS
Monroe McDonald
4130 Shorecreat
Dallas TX 75209
214-352-15E.4

KITTY HAWK FLY-IN
July 1, 1984
The Kitty Hawk fly-in was a success with super people and super
aircraft.
One sad note, there was a notable absence of Swifts,
Yankees and Veri-ezes due to the 2100' of landing space available.
Many of us who are accustomed to 6000' to 7000' of runway
had to sharpen up our short field work.
The runway was in great shape thanks to the fine residents of
the Greater Allen International Airport. The Stovalls and
Rushings did a superb job of making the fly-in a fun event.
Some of the 23 ·aircraft in attendance were: Bill Powers in
1717N, a Cessna 120; Wade Mumaw in N77HB, a Hiperbipe; Harold
Miller in N4HN, I think the only Dart I have ever seen; John
Crider in N49793, a beautiful Stearman; Don Stovall in N3935N,
a Bonanza; Jim Rushing in N66JR, a Musting II; Clair Button
in N6835Z, a Cessna 150 that he is modifying into a Hiperbipe;
Jerry Holzsweig in N54L, a Pitts that seemed to have a bad
engine because the aircraft never did get very high and it did
burn alot of oil; Bill Paris in N412, a Stinson that I am glad
to see back in flying status; John Nyquist in Nl03N, a very unstable
Buecker - it would just not fly straight and level; John Reeves
in N3724Y, a Musketeer; Jack Winthrop in a beautiful Waco UPF-7;
Bill Zeitz in N3907S, a Gruman; Bill Lawler in N7372M, a super
175 Cessna that seemed to get airborn in 15 feet; Mike Crye in
N2101Y, a Cessna 172; Charley Grant in Nl7192, a Starduster I
that is used only slightly less than an ~irliner; Brad Mitchell
in N9127A, a 170 Cessna with a super new paint job; Bob and
Dorathy Geren in Nl336M, their show winner Howard; Mark and
Nancy Hicks in N8744V, a Citabria; Henry Odlozil in N742GB, a
champion Champ; Milton Scott in N9762K, a Stinson; John Russell
in Nl3536, his PL-4 and Bob and Peggy Cutler in N6854K, a Piper
Clipper 150.
An annual event at the Kitty Hawk Fly-in is the flour sack
bombing contest. The reigning champions, Mutt Way and Jim
Young, were noticably absent.
Lieutenants Way and Young
planned family reunions the weekend of the fly-in so they would
not have to deal with the stiff competition that was in attendance.
There were eight crews involved in this aerial extravaganza.
The event was won by William Powers (pilot) and Monroe McDonald
(bomber) in a Cessna 120. The competition was really fierce.
There were some flyers that got flour sack bombing confused with
landing and tried to run over the target.
In the heat of
competition one do get mixed up!
I found the safest place to be
during the bombing contest was to stand on the target - no
one ever hits it.
I would like t6 thank the brave ground crew that
scurried about measuring how far from the target the last missile
landed between bomb runs.
Real courage.
I hope we will see
Powers and McDonald back next year to defend their title.
A real good fly-in!
Bob Cutler

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:

15790 DOOLEI ROAll

458 - 7550

·-

DALLAS,

.-

TEX1& 75234

Delmo (Pitts Special) Johnson

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL !

ALCOA-the
GasoLEAN machine!

We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUILT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the entire line of quality
products - TCP, Vernier Controls,
EGT's, CHT's and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all
cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited .

~~~

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South Bl)ilding):
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall , Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

!J{IGH S'fA'Jt,
AVIATION

$wee Swft.t19et

Joo ltl'le

Bud Judy

~~~~"'~0

NEW STITS DEALER
FOR DALLAS AREA!
(Located near
Addison Airport)
214-380-1105

4133 High Star

~

Dallas, TX 75252

HANGAR YOUR AIRCRAFT

with someone who appreciates

Sport Aircraft!

Swli,~t

Chief Anonymous

Chief Barnstormer

~~

c,"- ~ - - - - - - - - - - -

Space available in new 60 1 x 60 1

hangar along runway at Aero Valley
Contact: Bud Judy

-

214-380-1105
Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD

8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER

INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

Ft. Worth, TX 76180
(817) 281-6458

(across from Mangham Airport)

BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATER~ALS STITS DISTRIBUTOR
. LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY
BEST PROCESS
SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS,
BEST PRICES
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES.
.
BEST SERVICE

"'

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC.
Route 1, Box 231

West, Texas 76691
(817) 826-3639
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
SAME OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT . .. .

OWNERS:
IRA & ELIZABETH HALE

BOBBY OSBORN

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

CAMERA I PROJECTOR REPAIRING-COLOR DEVELOPING IN ONE HOUR
I

z

...

j

DISCOUNT PHOTO ~

-t

~

101 Farmers Branch Shopping Center
(Valley View at Josey Lane)
Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

i~

Phone: 241-6214

1
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Don G. Williams)(

"I, Nancy H. Williams

i
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Rt.1,Box183B
Rockwall, Texas 75087
Metro 226-7610
(214) 563-3765
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"Wf)en you need it, call us!"
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OMNYAIR
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SUMMER CAMP- Boys and Girls, age 7 -17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats
AIRPORT - J:uel, lnAtruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House

SPRUCE

PARTS

•

ACCESSORIES

(214) 350-5531

AV OIL

STITS

~

XHIL-:-P-6070
~XMETRIC

'I.~
~

HARDWARE

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive)
DALLAS, TEXAS 75220

XTUBING
"SHEET

PLYWOOD

•

Toll-free in Texas 1 (800) 442-3058

4130 STEEL

~XSPARS
. - . 4 ::cAPSTRIPS

,.-e(

(-

2 CYCLE
OIL

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

"FABRICS
XCOATINGS

T.N. "Jim" PUTNEY
AMS/OIL DEALER

ADHESIVES

eia

flll

Q

"T-ss

.

'ff;

1707 W. Lavender Lane
Arlington, TX 76013
817-274-1083

HARDWARE

®@v

XFAA APPROVED
AIRPLANE KITS
FOAM & FIBERGLAS~ XKR-1 'KR-2
XPOLYURETHANE
_'XJ-18
XRESINS 'CLOTH
·.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE HOMEBUILDERS SUPPLY CATALOG

.r.,

'oo

. ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY Co.
~

- 0. BOX 641 •GREENVILLE, TEXAS 75401
214·527-3817, Zl4-4SS·3593

~~
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HANGAR
AERO-COUNTRY
ANTIQU

• -c LA ·••c-HOIIE • U IL T•E X PER 111 ENT AL

N••••r •P••· AY • llebl• Por E A A ....... ,.

MONTHLY RENTAL RATE (t): WINGSPAN (FT) X 2,IS

--POST OFFICE BOX 168
ADDISON, TE _
XAS 75001

AIRPORT

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Airport

CONTACT: Clelr ~- 8 • tto •

E.A.A. DALLAS CHAPTER 168

36

(214)281•8070

